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UNIT 2 – FREQUENCY TRANSFORMATIONS 
Part A – 2 Marks 

1. Define DFT and IDFT (or) what are the analysis and synthesis equations of DFT 
DFT (Analysis Equation) 

 

IDFT (Synthesis Equation) 

 

 
2.  State the properties of DFT 

 Periodicity 
 Linearity and symmetry 
 Multiplication of two DFTs 
 Circular convolution 
 Time reversal 
 Circular time shift and frequency shift 
 Complex conjugate 
 Circular correlation 

 
3. Define circular convolution 

Let x1(n) and x2(n) are finite duration sequences both of length N with DFTs X1 (k) and X2 

(k). If X3(k) = X1(k) X2(k) then the sequence x3(n) can be obtained by circular convolution defined as 

 

 
4. How to obtain the output sequence of linear convolution through circular convolution 

Consider two finite duration sequences x (n) and h (n) of duration L samples and M samples. 
The linear convolution of these two sequences produces an output sequence of duration L+M-1 
samples. Whereas, the circular convolution of x(n) and h(n) give N samples where N=max(L,M).In 
order to obtain the number of samples in circular convolution equal to L+M-1, both x(n) and h(n) 
must be appended with appropriate number of zero valued samples. In other words by increasing the 
length of the sequences x (n) and h(n) to L+M-1 points and then circularly convolving the resulting 
sequences we obtain the same result as that of linear convolution. 

 
5. What is zero padding? What are its uses? 

Let the sequence x (n) has a length L. If we want to find the N-point DFT (N>L) of the 
sequence x (n), we have to add (N-L) zeros to the sequence x (n). This is known as zero padding. 
The uses of zero padding are 

 We can get better display of the frequency spectrum. 
 With zero padding, the DFT can be used in linear filtering. 

 
6. Define sectional convolution. 

If the data sequence x (n) is of long duration it is very difficult to obtain the output sequence 
y(n) due to limited memory of a digital computer. Therefore, the data sequence is divided up into 
smaller sections. These sections are processed separately one at a time and controlled later to get the 
output. 
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7. What are the two methods used for the sectional convolution? 

The two methods used for the sectional convolution are 
1) The overlap-add method and 2) overlap-save method. 

 
8. What is overlap-add method? 

In this method the size of the input data block xi (n) is L. To each data block we append M-1 
zeros and perform N point cicular convolution of xi (n) and h(n). Since each data block is terminated 
with M-1 zeros the last M-1 points from each output block must be overlapped and added to first M-
1 points of the succeeding blocks.This method is called overlap-add method. 

 
9. What is overlap-save method? 

In this method, the data sequence is divided into N point sections xi (n). Each section contains 
the last M-1 data points of the previous section, followed by L new data points to form a data 
sequence of length N=L+M-1. In circular convolution of xi (n) with h (n) the first M-1 points will not 
agree with the linear convolution of xi(n) and h(n) because of aliasing, the remaining points will 
agree with linear convolution. Hence we discard the first (M-1) points of filtered section xi (n) N h 
(n). This process is repeated for all sections and the filtered sections are abutted together. 

 
10. Why FFT is needed? 

The direct evaluation DFT requires N2 complex multiplications and N2 –N complex additions. 
Thus for large values of N direct evaluation of the DFT is difficult. By using FFT algorithm, the 
number of complex computations can be reduced. Therefore, we use FFT. 

 
11. What is FFT? 

The Fast Fourier Transform is an algorithm used to compute the DFT. It makes use of the 
symmetry and periodicity properties of twiddle factor to effectively reduce the DFT computation 
time. It is based on the fundamental principle of decomposing the computation of DFT of a sequence 
of length N into successively smaller DFTs. 

 
12. How many multiplications and additions are required to compute N point DFT using radix-

2 FFT? 
The number of multiplications and additions required to compute N point DFT using radix-2 

FFT are N log2 N and N/2 log2 N respectively. 
 

13. What is meant by radix-2 FFT? 
The FFT algorithm is most efficient in calculating N point DFT. If the number of output 

points N can be expressed as a power of 2 that is N = 2M, where M is an integer, then this algorithm 
is known as radix-2 algorithm. 

 
14. What is DIT algorithm? 

Decimation-In-Time algorithm is used to calculate the DFT of an N point sequence. The idea 
is to break the N point sequence into two sequences, the DFTs of which can be combined to give the 
DFT of the original N point sequence. This algorithm is called DIT because the sequence x (n) is 
often splitted into smaller sub- sequences. 

 
15. What is DIF algorithm?  

It is a popular form of the FFT algorithm. In this the output sequence X (k) is divided into 
smaller and smaller sub-sequences, that is why the name Decimation - In - Frequency. 

 
16. What are the applications of FFT algorithm? 

The applications of FFT algorithm includes 
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 Linear filtering 
 Correlation 
 Spectrum analysis 

 
17. Why the computations in FFT algorithm is said to be in place? 

Once the butterfly operation is performed on a pair of complex numbers (a, b) to produce (A, 
B), there is no need to save the input pair. We can store the result (A, B) in the same locations as (a, 
b). Since the same storage locations are used throughout the computation, we say that the 
computations are done in place. 

 
18. Distinguish between linear convolution and circular convolution of two sequences. 
 

Linear convolution Circular convolution 
If x(n) is a sequence of L number of samples 
and h(n) with M number of samples, after 
convolution y(n) will have N=L+M-1 samples. 

If x(n) is a sequence of L number of samples 
and h(n) with M samples, after convolution 
y(n) will have N=max(L,M) samples. 
 

It can be used to find the response of a linear 
filter 

It cannot be used to find the response of a filter 

Zero padding is not necessary to find the 
response of a linear filter. 

Zero padding is necessary to find the response 
 

 
19. What are the differences and similarities between DIF and DIT algorithms? 

Differences: 
1) The input is bit reversed while the output is in natural order for DIT, whereas for DIF the 

output is bit reversed while the input is in natural order. 
2) The DIF butterfly is slightly different from the DIT butterfly, the difference being that the 

complex multiplication takes place after the add-subtract operation in DIF. 
Similarities: 

Both algorithms require same number of operations to compute the DFT. Both algorithms can be 
done in place and both need to perform bit reversal at some place during the computation. 
 
20. What are differences between overlap-save and overlap-add methods. 

 
Overlap-save method Overlap-add method 

In this method the size of the input data 
block is N=L+M-1 

In this method the size of the input data 
block is L 

Each data block consists of the last M-1 
data points of the previous data block 
followed by L new data points 

Each data block is L points and we append 
M-1 zeros to compute N point DFT 

In each output block M-1 points are 
corrupted due to aliasing as circular 
convolution is employed 

In this no corruption due to aliasing as 
linear convolution is performed using 
circular convolution 

To form the output sequence the first 
M-1 data points are discarded in each 
output block and the remaining data are 
fitted together 

To form the output sequence the last 
M-1 points from each output block is added 
to the first M-1 points of the succeeding 
block 

 
21. Distinguish between fourier series and Fourier Transform 

Fourier Series Fourier transform 
Gives the harmonic content of a periodic time Gives the frequency information for an 
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function aperiodic signal 
Discrete Frequency Spectrum Continuous Frequency Spectrum 

 
 

PART B – 16 Marks 
1. (a) Determine the output response y(n) if h(n) = {1,1,1,1}; x(n) = {1,2,3,1} by using (i) Linear 
convolution ii) Circular convolution and iii) Circular convolution with zero padding  (12) 
(b) Explain any two properties of Discrete Fourier Transform.     (4) 
 
2. Using linear convolution find y (n) = x (n)*h (n) for the sequences x (n) = (1,2,-1,2,3,-2,-3,-
1,1,1,2,-1) and h(n) = (1,2).Compare the result by solving the problem using 
i) Over-lap save method and ii) Overlap – add method.      (16) 
 
3. Describe the decimation in time [DIT] radix-2 FFT algorithm to determine N-point 
DFT.             (16) 
 
4. An 8-point discrete time sequence is given by x(n) = {2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1}. Compute the 8-point DFT 
of x (n) using radix-2 FFT algorithm.        (16) 
 
5. (a) Compute the 4-point DFT and FFT-DIT for the sequence x(n) = {1,1,1,3} and What are the 
basic steps for 8-point FFT-DIT algorithm computation?      (12) 
(b) What is the advantage of radix-2 FFT algorithm in comparison with the classical DFT method? 
           (4) 
 
6. (a) Perform circular convolution of the two sequences graphically x1(n) = {2,1,2,1} and x2(n)= 
{1,2,3,4}           (6) 
(b) Find the DFT of a sequence by x(n) = {1,2,3,4,4,3,21} using DIT algorithm.   (10) 
 
7. (a) Explain the decimation in frequency radix-2 FFT algorithm for evaluating N-point DFT of the 
given sequence. Draw the signal flow graph for N=8.      (12) 
(b) Find the IDFT of y (k) = {1,0,1,0}        (4) 
 
8. (a) Find the circular convolution of the sequences x1(n)= {1,2,3} and x2(n) = {4,3,6,1} (8) 
(b) Write the properties of DFT and explain.       (8) 
 
9. (a) Draw the 8-point flow diagram of radix-2 DIF-FFT algorithm.    (8) 
(b) Find the DFT of the sequence x(n) = {2,3,4,5} using the above algorithm.   (8) 
 
10. (a) What are the differences and similarities between DIT and DIF FFT algorithms? (6) 
(b) Compute the 8-point IDFT of the sequence x(k) = {7, -0.707-j0.707, -j, 0.707-j0.707, 1, 
0.707+j0.707, j, -0.707+j0.707} using DIT algorithm.      (10) 
 
11. (a) Compute the 8-point DFT of the sequence x (n) = {0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0,0,0,0} using radix-2 DIT 
algorithm           (8) 
(b) Find the IDFT of the sequence x (k) = {4,1-j2.414,0,1-j0.414,0,1+j.414,0,1+j2.414} using DIF 
algorithm.            (8) 
 
12. Compute the 8-point DFT of the sequence x(n) = 1, 0 ≤ n ≤ 7  
         0, otherwise  
by using DIT,DIF algorithms.         (16) 
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